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Maybe So Maybe No
Mayer Hawthorne

This is a great little tune, I donÂ´t know who exactly wrote it but Mayer
Hawthorne
does a great version.  Its a pleasure to sing this song..  I hope the tab serves
you.. Enjoy!

woooooooohooooooooow maybe so maybe no
(sweeping up and down the black keys of a piano)

              Could it be that your love was meant for me? maybe so, maybe no (
x2)
C#   D   D#m7                                Fm7          D#m7       Fm7

I don t know what lead me to your love       was it faith              or
destiny
D#m7                   Bbm7 G#maj  Fm             D#m7         C#   D#m7
Oooh either angels from above               smiling down          on you and me
 D#m7                   Bbm7 G#maj  Fm     D#m7         C#   D#m7

lalala     lalala     laaalaaaaaaaa  like birds of a feather here  we are   
together
F#maj    Fm7             Bbm                Fm          F#maj   F#maj Gmaj      
Bbmaj

Could it be that your love was meant for me? maybe so, maybe no ( x2)
D#m7                                    Fm7                D#m7       Fm7

Why does time go by so fast now         when i m         here with you
D#m7                   Bbm7 G#maj  Fm      D#m7         C#   D#m7
Don t know why minutes seem like hours    when i m                 away from you
D#m7                   Bbm7 G#maj  Fm      D#m7              C#   D#m7

lalala     lalala     laaalalaaalaalaa     bo bo bo bo bo bo bo bo bo bo bo bo
F#maj    Fm7             Bbm                C#-D#m7             C#-D#m7         
 C#-D#m7

I m not sure if it s really real now           is it a dream?             or
maybe a game?
D#m7                   Bbm7 G#maj  Fm      D#m7             C#   D#m7
All i know since i lost you girl            my life hasn t been the same
D#m7                   Bbm7 G#maj  Fm      D#m7             C#   D#m7

                                               now everyday we grow   closer    
together
F#maj    Fm7             Bbm      Fm                    F#maj   F#maj Gmaj  
Bbmaj

bo bo bo bo bo bo bo bo bo bo bo bo bo bo bo bo bo bo bo bo bo bo bo bo



C# - D#m7         C# - D#m7             C#-D#m7                C#-D#m7


